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An Advanced Lithium Developer
With A Turn-Key Saline Extraction
Technology Suitable For Tesla
One of the Largest Resources Globally
Cypress Development Corp is an advanced junior mining developer that is focused on its
sedimentary lithium project in Clayton Valley, Nevada. The Company began to drill the
property in 2017 and has since defined one of the largest lithium resources globally boosting a
Measured and Indicated resource of 6.3 million tonnes of Lithium Carbonate Equivalents
(LCE). The resource is located adjacent to Albemarle’s current Nevada lithium operations in
Silver Peak and close to Tesla’s Giga factory in Reno, Nevada.

With a proposed production of 27,400 tonnes of lithium
carbonate annually, the indicated resource alone supports a
229-year mine life

Cypress Development boosts one of the largest deposits in the world

See how Cypress Development’s Resource Estimate compares to other North American Lithium
Projects below

One of Batteryjuniors.com’s comparison tools, showing
Cypress Development’s resource in blue
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The Project: A Billion Dollar Project
In 2019 the company released a Preliminary Economic Assessment (PEA) together with its first
resource estimate. In August 2020, Cypress Development presented a very positive Preliminary
Feasibility Study (PFS) showing a Net Present Value (NPV: The total value of the project over
the course of its mine life) of over US$1 billion using industry-low pricing of $9.500/tonne
Lithium Carbonate Equivalent (LCE), which is 20% lower than the $12,000/tonne pricing often
used by peers in similar studies. The Pre-Feasibility Study was based on a sulfuric acid leach
process and a production of 27,400 tonnes of Lithium Carbonate per year.
Using the peer standard of US$12,000 per tonne LCE long-term pricing, Cypress Development
boosts a Net Present Value over US$1.6 billion (Late March 2021, battery-grade lithium
carbonate pricing was +US$12,625 per tonne).

See how Cypress Development’s Clayton Valley project compares to other North American
Lithium Projects below (all using the same pricing forecast of $12,000/tonne LCE)

One of Batteryjuniors.com’s comparison tools, showing a Net Present Value (NPV8) comparison
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The Technology: A New Sustainable, Cost-Effective &
Scalable Extraction Method
Old process: The drawbacks of using sulfuric acid
The sulfuric acid process requires large amounts of the unstable molten sulfur to be transferred
to the site, which acted as a bottleneck for production capacity in the Pre-Feasibility Study. To
create the sulfuric acid, the molten sulfur is heated which has some bad side-effects such as
odors. Cypress Nevada Neighbor, Lithium Americas Thacker Pass clay lithium project, will use
sulfuric acid in their lithium extraction. The odor from the production of sulfuric acid and the
disruption and pollution from truck traffic required to bring the sulfur to the site has brought a
lot of protests from the people living in the close vicinity to that project.

Lithium Americas' Thacker Pass has been criticized for the proposed sulfuric acid plant

New Process: Cheap, Scalable with Zero-Carbon Potential
In August 2020, Cypress revisited earlier testing using hydrochloric acid with the aim to replace
the sulfuric acid process. The new hydrochloric acid process proposed by Cypress does not
require sulfur to be shipped to the site but rather produced from the existing brines in the
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valley, greatly reducing the project’s environmental and social impacts. The hydrochloric acid
can be produced on-site through an electrolysis process called the Chlor-Alkali process. only
using table-salt, water & electricity.
As a result, the production capacity bottleneck that came with the sulfuric acid process is no
longer an issue, and they can choose to scale the process up as they wish. An interesting note
is that the Pre-Feasibility Study was based on about 1/6th of Cypress Developments total
resource (The Pre-Feasibility was based on a mine life production of 1.1 million tonnes: 27,400
tonnes LCE per year for 40 years) which means they’ve got the capacity to increase output
multiple times the amount presented in the Pre-Feasibility Study.
If the electricity used is renewable, produced with solar panels to name one suitable option in
the Nevada desert, Cypress Developments hydrochloric acid process has the potential to
become one of the most sustainable & cost-effective lithium operations in the world. Accessing
Cypress Development’s end product might prove to be an Environmental, Social & Governance
(ESG) advantage that’ll be sought after by most (if not all) of today’s EV manufacturers.

Powering the new hydrochloric acid plant with renewable power could make the project
carbon neutral

New process: The origin of Tesla’s “table-salt” Comment during Battery
Day?
During Tesla’s Battery Day, Elon Musk announced a lithium-clay “table-salt” extraction method.
The Battery Day event occurred one month after Cypress Development revisited its
Hydrochloric Acid processing tests, with the hydrochloric acid produced only using table-salt,
electricity & water.
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Elon Musk mentions a new, saline clay-extraction during Battery Day in September, 2020.

New process: A Battery-grade end product, lower operating costs & an
Albemarle connection
The company has already proven that the sulfuric acid process is suitable to produce tier-one
battery-grade lithium hydroxide in large lab-scale tests. The recent choice to pursue the
hydrochloric option for the new pilot plant proves with good confidence the company is able to
get the same results using hydrochloric acid. Tests with the saline acid option also
demonstrated a higher lithium extraction yield than the sulfuric acid process during the same
leach conditions, which might indicate lower operating costs.

“The Company reported in its November 24, 2020 news release
testing resulted in 85.3% total extraction when using hydrochloric
acid to leach lithium-bearing claystone from the project. This
result was higher than the 80.2% lithium extraction obtained
when using sulfuric acid under the same conditions. Conditions
included using a high sodium chloride solution instead of distilled
water in leaching.”
Company News Release 3rd of December, 2020

Adding to the above quote, the leach solution has shown to separate on its own, not requiring
any expensive equipment used to separate the solids from the liquids when using the sulfuric
acid process. An important note is that during the leach tests, high sodium chloride solution
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was used instead of distilled water, conveniently enough, the adjacent operations in Silver Peak
run by Albemarle have a lot of chloride-rich brine.

The Clayton Valley project. Located adjacent to Albemarle's Silver Peak Lithium Operations
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Positive Initial Environmental Studies
Initial environmental studies presented in a baseline biological report showed no endangered
species or crops which de-risk the project substantially transitioning towards production.

“While no threatened or endangered species were found, mining
by nature has a direct impact on the immediate and surrounding
environment,” said Cypress CEO Bill Willoughby. “Cypress
believes responsible and effective environmental management is
an integral part of project development. The information in this
report allows us to proceed with our pilot plant program and will
provide important information for permitting as Cypress moves
the project towards a feasibility study and our goal for future
production.”
Company News Release 30th of December, 2020

The Clayton Valley project
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Financing & Pilot Plant Initiation
In early March 2021, the company closed an oversubscribed C$19.55M bought deal to finance
a pilot plant study & a future feasibility study. In late March 2021, the company initiated the
assembly of a pilot plant to perform large-scale tests on the hydrochloric acid process to
identify and resolve potential issues when scaling the process up moving towards a Definitive
Feasibility Study (DFS). In earlier interviews, (CRUX interview quote below) Bill. W (CEO)
claimed that the pilot plant studies were not so much for their own sake to know that their
process works, but rather to satisfy potential partners & off-takers.

The Pilot Plant

“..The pilot plant project is not so much what we think we need
to do, but what end-users need us to produce for them…”
“We’re confident at this point that we are in the process to
produce a lithium solution which you can commercially convert
at a production scale into lithium hydroxide already (!). What we
need to know is what happens inside the plant as we circulate
loads, various solution streams in the plant”
CRUX interview July, 2020
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Valuation Analysis (as of April 2, 2021)
1. Amount of Lithium Per Dollar Invested
In the comparison below, you’re able to see how much lithium resource you get per dollar
invested. It compares North American Lithium Companies and only account for company
resource estimates with a high level of confidence (Measured & Indicated).

One of Batteryjuniors.com’s comparison tools, comparing how much
Lithium Carbonate you get per dollar invested
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2. Current Valuation in Relation to Project Value
In the chart below, you’re able to see how much of the project already is priced in by the
market. The data compares public figures presented in the most recent technical study
presented by each North American Lithium Company. All projects are compared with the same
pricing assumption: US$12000/tonne Lithium Carbonate (and for spodumene producers
$750/tonne SC6)

One of Batteryjuniors.com’s comparison tools, comparing how much
of a project’s value (NPV8) that is currently priced in by the market
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3. Potential Gain to Reach Peer Average Project Relative Valuation
Below we display Cypress Development Corp’s potential gain in relation to the peer average
project relative valuation of other North American Lithium junior miners. The potential upside in
percentage gain to reach full project valuation is also presented in the charts below as of April
2, 2021.

Showing how much Cypress Development could gain in percent to
reach a peer average valuation

Showing how much Cypress Development could gain in percent for the project to be
fully priced in by the market
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DISCLAIMER
NO INVESTMENT ADVISE
THE INFORMATION PROVIDED IN THIS ARTICLE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE INVESTMENT ADVICE, FINANCIAL
ADVICE, TRADING ADVICE, OR ANY OTHER SORT OF ADVICE AND YOU SHOULD NOT TREAT ANY OF THE
WEBSITE’S CONTENT AS SUCH. BATTERYJUNIORS DOES NOT RECOMMEND THAT ANY FINANCIAL INSTRUMENT
SHOULD BE BOUGHT, SOLD, OR HELD BY YOU. DO CONDUCT YOUR OWN DUE DILIGENCE AND CONSULT YOUR
FINANCIAL ADVISOR BEFORE MAKING ANY INVESTMENT DECISIONS.
ACCURACY OF INFORMATION
BATTERYJUNIORS WILL STRIVE TO ENSURE ACCURACY OF INFORMATION LISTED IN OUR CONTENT ALTHOUGH IT
WILL NOT HOLD ANY RESPONSIBILITY FOR ANY MISSING OR WRONG INFORMATION. BATTERYJUNIORS PROVIDES
ALL INFORMATION AS IS. YOU UNDERSTAND THAT YOU ARE USING ANY AND ALL INFORMATION AVAILABLE IN
THIS ARTICLE AT YOUR OWN RISK.
NON-ENDORSEMENT
THE APPEARANCE OF THIRD-PARTY ADVERTISEMENTS AND HYPERLINKS ON CONTENT PRESENTED BY
BATTERYJUNIORS DOES NOT CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT, GUARANTEE, WARRANTY, OR RECOMMENDATION
BY BATTERYJUNIORS. DO CONDUCT YOUR OWN DUE DILIGENCE IN REGARD TO THE INFORMATION PROVIDED.

CONTACT:
info@batteryjuniors.com
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